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In this paper, we introduce self-dual codes relative to certain symmetric bilinear 
forms over a finite commutative ring. By refining the gluing theory of Conway, 
Pless, and Sloane, we obtain a gluing technique for constructing relatively self-dual 
codes. As examples of application of our technique, we find a construction ofa self- 
dual binary [2(m + 3), m + 3, 6]-code from a self-dual [2m, m,/]-code with l~> 6, 
and a construction of doubly-even binary self-dual [2(m + 4), m + 4, 8J-code from 
a doubly even self-dual [2m, m, t]-code with t/> 8. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Self-dual codes are important mathematical objects in may fields such as 
information theory (e.g., cf. [ 1, 8 ]), the theory of sphere packings (e.g., cf. 
[8]), finite group theory (e.g., cf. [3, 8, 12]) and vertex operator algebra 
theory (or related conformal field theory) (e.g., cf. [10-11, 28]). Well- 
known examples are the Hamming code and the Golay codes (e.g., cf. 
[ 18-19]). In many known construction of self-dual attices, self-dual codes 
relative to certain symmetric bilinear forms over Zn (n not necessarily 
prime) were used as "glue codes" (e.g., cf. [2, 6-8, 25, 28]). In fact, we 
observed [27] that any such code could be a glue code for constructing 
certain self-dual lattices. In this paper, we introduce relatively self-dual 
codes over a finite commutative ring and present a gluing technique for 
constructing such codes. Our technique is philosophically based on the 
gluing theory of Conway, Pless, and Sloane (cf. [5]). 
* The results in this paper are extracted from the author's Ph.D. dissertation at Rutgers 
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Let us recall some basic definitions. A linear code of length k over a finite 
field F is a subspace of F k. The canonical symmetric F-bilinear form (., • ) 
on F k is defined by 
k 
(a, f i )=~ ajflj, forall ~=(c~j), f l=(f l j )6F k. (1.1) 
j= l  
The dual code of cg is defined by 
cg±= {~eFkl (~, f l )=0 for all fl ~cg}. (1.2) 
A code cg is called self-orthogonal (respectively, self-dual) if cg c c~± (respec- 
tively, cg=cg±). The elements of a code are called codewords. The 
(Hamming) weight of a codeword is the number of its nonzero coordinates. 
A code over Z 2 = Z/(2) (respectively, Z 3 = Z/(3)) is called a binary (respec- 
tively, ternary) code. A binary code is called doubly-even if the weights of 
all its codewords are divisible by 4. The Hamming code is the unique 
length-8 doubly-even binary self-dual code (e.g., see [19]). The binary 
Golay code is the unique doubly-even self-dual binary code of lengh 24 
without codewords of weight 4 (e.g., cf. [18, 21]), and the ternary Golay 
code is the unique self-dual ternary code of length 12 without codewords of 
weight 3 (e.g., cf. [18]). 
A matrix is called a generator matrix of a code c~ if its rows generate cg. 
Many known constructions of self-dual codes (e.g., cf. [4-5, 14, 22-23, 27J) 
involve the "theory of gluing" of Conway, Pless, and Sloane, which was 
presented in [5] over any finite field F. Let cg 1 ..... cg t be self-orthogonal 
codes of lengths nl ..... nt with generator matrices G1, ..., Gr If cg is a self- 
dual code with a generator matrix of the form, 
(i10 0 G2 0 
G = 0 ".. , (1.3) 
0 0 Gt 
\X1  X2 . . .  X t 
then we say that cg is formed by gluing the components ~gl .... , cg t together. 
(Whenever possible the subcodes are chosen so that every minimal 
codeword of cg belongs to one of the cgi. ) Set 
X= (X~, X2 .... , Xt). (1.4) 
The codewords in cg which contain a nonzero linear combination of the 
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rows of the matrix Y are called glue words, since these hold the components 
together. A glueword has the form 
u = (u l ,  u2,  ..., u , ) ,  ( l .5 )  
where each glue element ui has length ni. Since ~ is self-dual, ui is in qf~. 
Choose the coset representatives al 1 = 0, al. 2, ai ~ for % in ~± where , "", , i 
s = IF[ n,- 2 dim ~i, SO that 
(g•= ~) (a~.++qf~). (1.6) 
j= l  
Then we can assume that each u~ is one of the ai, j. That is the basic idea 
of Conway, Pless, and Sloane's gluing theory. 
The gluing theory is a very good philosophy for the study of self-dual 
codes. In concrete constructions, ~1, ..., St are known, but it is not easy to 
find the matrix X such that the code ~ generated by the matrix G in (1.3) 
is self-dual. The objective of this paper is to present a technique which 
could reduce the difficulty of finding the matrix X. Instead of working on 
self-dual codes over a finite field, we work on self-dual codes relative to 
certain symmetric bilinear forms over a finite commutative ring. 
In our technique, each component ~i is a relatively self-orthogonal code 
with certain restrictions on the structure of (~;))/~, where (~.):~ is the dual 
code of ~f relative to a symmetric bilinear form f (namely, defined by 
changing (.,-) to f in  (1.2)). Such restrictions make it easier to find the 
matrix X. We call such components "shells of relatively self-dual codes." 
Our technique includes two ways to "cut" certain special relatively self-dual 
codes into shells, the gluing procedure and glue code theory. A "sub-techni- 
que," which we call the "homogeneous gluing technique," is essentially a
generalization of the technique of constructing a Hadamard matrix by the 
Kronecker product of two given Hadamard matrices. 
As examples of application of our technique, we find a construction of a 
self-dual binary [2(m + 3), m + 3, 6-l-code from a self-dual [2m, m,/]-code 
with l~> 6, and a construction of doubly-even binary self-dual [2(m+4), 
m + 4, 8J-code from a doubly even self-dual [2m, m, t]-code with t i> 8. 
Our paper is organized as follows; In Section 2, we give basic definitions 
and properties related to relatively self-dual codes over a finite com- 
mutative ring. In Section 3, we present our gluing technique. Two examples 
of application of our technique are given in Section 4. 
2. BASIC DEFIN IT IONS AND PROPERTIES 
Throughout this paper, we always assume that R is a finite commutative 
ring. The most important examples of such rings are Zm =Z/(m) for 
1 < m ~ Z. We also use integers to denote their images in Z,n when the 
582a/66/i-10 
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context is clear. For instance, we may use Zs={0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4}  or 
{ -2 ,  -1 ,  O, 1, 2}. 
Let k be a positive integer. In this paper, we use the index set notation 
£2(k) = {1, ..., k}. (2.1) 
We also take O(0)= ~.  Let 
R k={(x l  .... ,xk) lxjeR, j~t2(k)}, (2.2) 
and for r e R, use r m x n to denote the m x n matrix in which all entries are 
equal to r. We simply write r ,  = rl ×n or r if the context is clear. 
A k x k matrix M over R is called a monomial matrix if M contains 
exactly one invertible element of R in each row and column and the other 
entries are 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let V be an R-module and let {ujlj~t2(k)} be a 
family of k nonzero elements of V. The family {uj} is said to be R-linearly 
independent if 
ajuj=Oc*.ajuj=O, for j~f2(k), (2.3) 
j~ l  
where as~R for j~g2(k). The family {us} is called a basis of V if it is 
R-linearly independent and is a generator set with the minimum number of 
elements among all generator sets of V. In this situation, we say that V has 
dimension k. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A (linear) code ~ of length k over R is an R-submodule 
of R k. The elements of ~ are called codewords. The (Hamming) weight 
wt(c) of a codeword c is the number of its nonzero coordinates. The 
minimum weight (or distance) of ~ is defined by 
mw(Cg) = min{wt(c) I 0 ~ c e cg}. (2.4) 
If cg has dimension m and mw(Cg) =/ ,  then cg is called a [k, m, l]-code. 
Two codes cgl, cg 2 are said to be equivalent if there exists a k x k monomial 
matrix M over R such that 
=%M= {cMIc %}. (2.5) 
Suppose now that f ( . , . )  is a symmetric R-bilinear form on R k. Then 
there exists a symmetric k x k matrix By such that 
f(u, v) = uBfv' for u, v E R k. (2.6) 
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The (symmetric) bilinear form f is called quasi-nondegenerate if By has 
R-linearly independent rows (and columns). Note that if R is a field, quasi- 
nondegeneracy oincides with nondegeneracy. Two bilinear forms f l  and f2 
on R k are called equivalent, denoted by jq ~f2, if there exists a monomial 
matrix M and an invertible lement # e R such that 
Bfl = #MBf2M'. (2.7) 
For an element d = (dl .... , d~) ~ R k, we define 
Ba = "-. (2.8) 
dk 
and the bilinear form (.,.)d by 
(u,v)d=uBdv' for u, veR k. (2.9) 
Two elements d,, d2 are said to be equivalent, denoted by dl,~d2, if 
(', ").1 ~ (' ,  '1.2" 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let cg be a code of length k over R and f ( . , . )  be a 
quasi-nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on R k. Define the dual of cg 
relative to f by 
cg~ = {u~Rkl f (u ,  c)=0 for all c~Cg}. (2.10 t
The code cg is called self-orthogonal relative to f i r  cg c cg~ and is called self- 
dual relative to f if cg = cg~. A relatively self-dual code cg is called strictly 
relative i f f  ~c ( . , . ) , .  A nonstrictly relatively self-dual code is simply called 
a self-dual code. In addition, we always use the notation cg± instead of 
cg~..11" We also say that cg is self-orthogonal (respectively, self-dual) relative 
to d if it is self-orthogonal (respectively, self-dual) relative to (.,-)d. 
Remark 2.4. If f l  ~f2, then fa and f2 define equivalent relatively self- 
dual codes in the following sense. Assume that Bfl = #MBf2M' and cg is a 
self-dual code relative to fa. For any e, e' ~ cg, we have 
fz(cm, c 'M)=eMBf2Mte ' t=e(MBf2Mt)e ' t=#- l f l (e  , c ' )=0.  (2.11) 
Therefore, CgM is self-orthogonal relative to f2. Since M is an invertible 
matrix, CgM is actually a self-dual code relative to f2. Note that cg and CKM 
are equivalent by our definition. 
Throughout his paper, when we talk about self-orthogonality or self- 
duality relative to f, we always assume that f is a symmetric quasi- 
nondegenerate bilinear form. 
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Let k 1 and k 2 be positive integers. For  U=(~l,...,O~kl)~R kl, 
V = (ill, "", ilk2) S Rk2, we define 
(U, V)= (~1 ..... {~kl' ~1, '", J~k2 )(~Rklq-k2 (2.12) 
Furthermore, for a code % of length kl and a code % of length k2, we 
define 
~1 (~ ~2 = {(Cl, C2)IC 1 ~(~91, C2 ~ ~2} ~R klWk2. (2.13) 
If cg 1 and cg 2 are self-dual codes relative to f l  and f2, respectively, then 
cg 1 @ % is a self-dual code relative to f ( . ,  • ) =f l  ( "," ) •f2 ( ", • ). 
DEVlNITION 2.5. A code ~ of length k is said to be decomposable if cg is 
equivalent to ~1 ®cg2, where cg 1 and cg 2 are codes of length kl (>0)  and k 2 
(>0),  respectively. Moreover, if ~f, cg 1, and cg 2 are self-dual codes relative 
to f, f l ,  and f2, respectively, and f=f l  Of2, then we say that ~g is self- 
dually decomposable. 
Remark 2.6. (a) A decomposable r latively self-dual code may not be 
self-dually decomposable. However, this is true if f=  ( -, • )d for some d e R k. 
(b) Another thing the reader needs to pay attention to is the fact that 
even if a relatively self-dual code is decomposable asan R-module and each 
component is relatively orthogonal to the other, this does not imply the 
self-dual decomposability ofoff. 
To study self-dual decomposability, we need the following concept. Let 
f be a symmetric bilinear form on R k and S c f2(k). Define 
Rs= {u= (~1, ..., ~k)~ Rkl ~j =0,  if j¢S}  and S= £2(k)\S. (2.14) 
The bilinear form f is said to be decomposable relative to S if Rs is 
orthogonal to R~ relative to f Define as: Rs~R Isl by deleting all coor- 
dinates whose indices are not in S. Then as is an R-linear isomorphism. We 
define 
f s ( . , . )=f (as l ( . ) , f f s l ( . ) )  on RlSlxR Isl. (2.15) 
Let Ps: Rk~ Rs be the projection map. Then we have the following 
proposition on self-dual decomposability: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let cg be a length-k self-dual code relative to f and let 
S be a proper nonempty subset of [2(k). I f f  is decomposable r lative to S 
and as(Ps(Cg)) is self-orthogonal relative to fs, then cg is self-dually 
decomposable. 
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Proof By assumption, Ps(Cg) ccg)  = ~. Symmetrically, px(cg) c (g. 
Therefore, <g=Ps(Cg)OPs(Cg) as R-modules. Since f is decomposable 
relative to S, as(Ps(Cg)) and as(Px(Cg)) are self-dual relative to fs  and fs ,  
respectively. Hence as relatively self-dual codes, 
cg ~ as(Ps(~) ) ~3 a~(Ps(Cg)). | (2.16) 
Let u = (~1, ..., c%) ~ R k and define 
supp(u) = {j~ g2(k)] ~j ~ 0}. (2.17) 
COROLLARY 2.8. Assume that R is afield and f= (., ")d, where all the 
components of d are nonzero. I f  cg is a self-dual code of length greater than 
2 relative to f and contains a codeword e of weight 2, then (g is self-dually 
decomposable. 
Proof Let S = supp(e). Then Ps(Cg) = Re by the self-orthogonality of cg 
and the fact that R is a field. Furthermore, 
fs(as(e), as(e)) =f(e,  e) = 0. (2.18) 
That is, as(Re) is self-orthogonal relative to fs. Thus the conclusion 
follows from Proposition 2.7. | 
It is easily shown from linear algebra that if R is a field and cg is a 
relatively self-dual code of length k, then k is even and dim(Cg) = k/2. But 
this may fail if R is not a field. Next we want to show that the reverse con- 
clusion will remain true under certain conditions. But before we do that, 
we would like to introduce a useful concept. Let V be a finite dimen- 
sional R-module and let f be a symmetric R-bilinear form on V. A set 
{uj[j~£2(k)} of elements of V is called an orthogonal system relative to 
f i f  
f(uj, ut)=IZj~j, z for j, I~£2(k) (2.19) 
and #j are invertible elements of R. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let {ujlJEf2(k)} be an orthogonal system relative 
to f I f  {ejlj~f2(m)} is a generator set of V, then k <~m, and k=m if and 
only if {uj} is a basis oUr. 
Proof First, the set {u j} is R-linearly independent. In fact, if 
~= 1 fijuj = O, fij ~ R, then 
l e ~(k). (2.20) 
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Hence i l l=0 because #t is invertible. Suppose that {ej l j•t2(m)} is any 
generator set of V. Let A = (ajz)k×,, be a matrix over R such that 
~A 
k e 
(2.21) 
Furthermore, set 
U = diag(# 1..... #k), E(f(ez t))m ×,," (2.22) 
Then we have 
U = AEA ' .  (2.23) 
Since det U¢  0, a basic theorem of determinants shows k~< m. If k - -m,  
then A and E are invertible because U is. This implies that {uj} is a 
generator set of V. Hence it is a basis of V. | 
A matrix G(cg) is called a generator matrix of a code cg if all of its rows 
generate cg as an R-module. When the context is clear, we identify cg with 
G(Cg). We sometimes use the empty positions to denote zero entries in a 
generator matrix. If cg = cg I @ cg2, then 
6(~) = (c(¢1) 6(%)) (2.24) 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let f ( . ,  . ) = (.,.)d @ f ' ( ' ,  " ) be a quasi-nondegenerate 
symmetric R-bilinear form on R 2m with d • R m, whose coordinates are inver- 
tible elements of R. I f  cg = (I,~, A) is a self-orthogonal code of length 2m 
relative to f, then it is self-dual relative to f 
Proof Let 
(c) (:1t 
(Ira, A )= i , A= . (2.25) 
e~ \am/  
Then (f '(aj ,  al))mxm = --B d by the self-orthogonality of cg. Therefore, {aj} 
is an orthogonal system relative to f ' .  By the above proposition, it is a 
basis of R m. Now if u= (%, ..., c~2m) • cg), replacing u by u-~j~__l ~jcj, we 
can assume e i= 0 for j •  f2(k). Write u = (0m, V). Note that 
0 =f(u,  ej) --f '(v, aj), for j • g2(k). (2.26) 
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u = 0 by the fact that {aj} is a basis of R” and an orthogonal system 
relative to f’. Thus V is self-dual relative toJ: 1 
Next we present a proposition on the property of the generator matrix 
of a relatively self-dual code. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let R be a field, W be a self-dual code relative to f 
and G(V) = (vl, . . . . vk) be a generator matrix of V. Suppose that 
s= {j,, . ..) jS} c Q(k) and for any 0 # c E V, supp(c) $ 5’. Then (vii, . . . . vi,) 
has rank s if f is decomposable relative to S. 
Prooj If not, then by basic linear algebra, there exists a 0 # u E Rk such 
that u E %‘k = Q? and supp(v) c S, and this is a contradiction. 1 
A code of length k may fail to have a basis for general R. But we have 
the following result from the basic theory of algebras: 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If R is a principal ideal ring, then any code V of 
length k is equivalent to 
Cl1 Cl2 ... .'. ... 
c22 
. . (2.27) 
and the rows of the above matrix constitute a basis of V. 
Finally, we close this section by presenting three interesting examples of 
indecomposable relatively self-dual codes. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let m be an integer greater than 2. We have the following 
self-dual code of length 4 over Z,,Z+ 1, 
en~+l: 
( 1 m m 1 1 -m m’ (2.28) 
EXAMPLE 2. Let m > 1 be an integer and let d = (1, -m”). For 1~ 1~ Z, 
the following is a self-dual code of length 2 relative to d, 
qp’ -a. 
Id . 
(2.29) 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let d = ( - 1, -m, m + 1) and m is as above. We verify 
that the following is a self-dual code of length 3 relative to d over Zmcm+ 1). 
cg-1, --m,m+l]. 
m(m + 1) 
(2.30) 
Remark 2.13. In [27], we listed a number of strictly relatively self-dual 
codes over Z, and Z,. 
3. GLUING TECHNIQUE 
The basic idea of our gluing technique is to use simpler, shorter, and 
known relatively self-dual codes to construct more complicated, longer, 
and new relatively self-dual codes. The technique consists of three parts, 
discussed in the following three subsections. 
3.1. Code Gluing Shells 
Our technique is based on the following object. 
DFINITION 3.1. Let 9? be a self-orthogonal code of length k over R 
relative to J: Assume that %‘i /%? has a basis { uj + %‘, vI + %“, wI + %Z ( j E Q(s), 
I E Q(t)} such that 
and 
f(Uj, Uj) z 0, .I-(% Wl) + 0, for jEQ(s), ZEQ(t) (3.1) 
m, Y) = 0, for all the other pairs X, y E {ui, v~, We}. (3.2) 
Then we say that Y = (%‘;f; uj; v,; w,; Jo 52(s), IE Q(t)) is a shell of 
relatively self-dual codes. A shell Y is said to be of type I (respectively, 
type II) if t = 0 (respectively, s = 0). If Y is of type I and (f(u,, u,), . . . . 
f(% 4) = APT, ‘0.2 /3:) where 0 # ,U E R and /Ii are invertible elements of R, 
then we call 9’ a homogeneous shell. 
Remark 3.2, When 2 is invertible, any shell1 can be changed into type I 
by 
VL-+ 2-l(v,+ w,), Wl-P2-1(v,-Wl). (3.3) 
Next we present two methods to “cut” certain relatively self-dual codes 
into shells. Our first method is “vertical cutting.” 
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Let k, m be positive integers, m<k and let f ( . , - )=  (., " )dGf ' ( ' ,  ) be a 
symmetric R-bilinear form on R k, where d e R m with invertible coordinates. 
Suppose that ~g is a self-dual code of length k relative to f with generator 
matrix of the form, 
where 
(i. 
cm = i , A = . (3 .5 )  
t<:) 
Define (~m to be the code generated by A. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The family (~'~;f'; e~; j~f2(m))  is a shell of type I. 
Moreover, 
mw( C-~m)~  >/mw(Cg) - m. (3.6) 
I f  d=~(~2 .... , f12) and all flj are invertibIe elements in R, then it is a 
homogeneous shell 
Proof. First we set 
e j=(0 j _ l , l ,  0 m j), ej=(ej,  e~), for j~(m) .  (3.7) 
Then we have 
f ' (e j ,  a , )=f(e j ,  (Om, a,))=0, for j6D(m),  1~£2(n) (3.8) 
by the self-duality of cg. Thus {e~) c (Cgm)~. On the other hand, 
(f'(e~, e~n))m×m : --B d (3.9) 
again by the self-duality of % This implies that {%.m + ~m} is an orthogonal 
system i n  ((~m)A~/(~m relative to f '  induced by f ' .  Furthermore, for 
u ~ ((gm)~, set 
u'= U -I- ~ d/lf'(u, e~n)e~ n. (3.10) 
j= l  
Then f '(u', e~) = 0 for j ~ f2(m). Therefore, f(ej,  (0m, u')) = 0 for j ~ f2(m). 
Hence (0m, U')~cg)=Cg. This implies that u'eCg m. Thus we have 
proved that {e~+cg ''} is a generator set of (Cgm)~/cgm. According to 
Proposition 2.9, it is a basis. Thus, the first statement is proved. 
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For any u = Es m 1/~jc7 + v ~ ((~¢m))~, we have 
u* = #jej, u ecg. (3.11) 
1 
Thus wt(u)/> mw(Cg)- m. This proves (3.6). 
The third statement follows from (3.9). | 
Our second method is "horizontal cutting." All the assumptions are as 
above. Let mo<m be a positive integer and le t  C*=(Cjl)(m_mo)xmo be a 
matrix over R. Set 
Cmo+ 1 C 
C'= " , C '= C* " + C'. (3.12) 
m \ c: \cm0 / 
We define 
~(mo): 
\ a* / 
Then rg(mo)c g. To find (cg(mo))), we need the following preparation. 
Set 
C* = (c* ,  G - ,no)  = 
e~ mo 
(3.14) 
For x ~ R m, consider equations 
(e~, x)a = 0, for j~ f2( rn - -mo) .  (3.15) 
LEMMA 3.4. The solution code o f  (3.15) is (Imo, C*), where 
C~ = m (3.16) 
Proof 
(3.15) is equivalent o 
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Suppose that x= (a,, ..., C~m)~ R m is a solution of (3.15). Then 
m0 
dlCJlOQ-~-dj+mo~j+mo=O, for je f2(m-mo) .  (3.17) 
l= l  
Solving for c~j+~,, 0, we obtain 
This implies that x is a linear combination of the rows of (Im0, 
easy to verify that these rows do satisfy (3.15). | 
m0 
Cgj+m0= --  2 dj-+lmodle} ~l' for  j~ f2(m-mo) .  (3.18) 
/=1 
C*). It is 
Next we set 
C°= (Ira o, (~ *, O mo x n) = 
co] 
e°o/ 
(3.19) 
and 
Ut=U-- ( l~l , . . . ,#m, U2)=(U3,0k_m)+(@tY(m°))?. (3.21) 
Then 0 =f (u ' ,  e* )= (u3, e~)n for j~f2(m-mo).  That is, u 3 is a solution of 
(3.15). Therefore, (3.20) follows from Lemma 3.4. | 
The central point of our second cutting is that we can choose C* such 
that 
C o f ( j ,e° )=0,  for j,l~f2(mo), j¢ l  (3.22) 
f(eO ' cO)= (~,.~;j,¢O, if 1 <~j~s (3.23) 
if s <j<~mo, 
where s is an intemger, 0 ~< s ~< too. Furthermore, we let 
U2j_I =e O, u2j=c°-yjd~lej ,  for 1 <~j<~s. (3.24) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assumptions and settings are as above. Then we have 
C O 
(~(m01~± = { ) (3.20) ,s 
Proof Let u = (/21, //2) ~ ((~(m0))s~ with ul ~ R m, u2 ~ R k m. Then 
u2 s ((gm)~. By Proposit ion 3.3, u 2 = zjm_ 1 #je~ + v with v ~ Cgm. NOW 
(/~1 .... , #m, U2) e Cg. Set 
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C O By Proposition 3.5 and the fact that f (  i , c j )=6 i . jd j  for 1~<i, j<<.s, we 
have: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. ((~(m°)'~f'~uj; cO*~Cl; l <~j<.2s, s <l<~mo) is a shell. 
3.2. Gluing Procedure 
Our gluing procedure has two steps. 
Step 1. Combining a finite number of shells into a larger shell. 
Let {(cdl;ft; uo; Vtp; wtp; j cO(s l ) ,  pEO( t t ) ) [ l cO(n)}  be a family of n 
shells of relatively self-dual codes, where each cd t has length kt. Set 
1--1 
J1 =0,  Jz = Z kj, 1<lEO(n) ;  k- - J ,+ l ;  (3 .25)  
j= l  
n n 
f ( . ,  . )= (~ f j( . ,  .) on Rk×Rk;  c#= (~ %.. (3.26) 
j= l  j= l  
Furthermore, we let 
u~ = (0:~, u o, 0), rip* -- (Oj t, vlp, 0), wlp* -- (0:~, Wlp, O) E R k (3.27) 
for 1EO(n) , jEO(st ) ,  pEO(t l ) .  Then 
(cg,. . f; uo ,,. v~p,* " wtp,* "l E O(n), j E O(st), p E O( tz) ) (3.28) 
is a new shell of relatively self-dual codes. 
Step 2. Gluing a given shell into a relatively self-dual code. 
Suppose that 5P=(cd; f; uj; v~; w~; j cO(s ) ,  l eO( t ) )  is a shell and 
length(Cd) = k. Set 
d j=f (u j ,  vj), 
and 
71=f(vt, wt) for j cO(s ) ,  l eO( t )  (3.29) 
d = (d  I .... , ds), ~/= (Y1 . . . . .  ~'t). (3.30) 
Moreover, we define f * ( - , - )  to be symmetric R-bilinear form on R s+2t 
associated with 
By. = B~ . (3.31) 
B~ (s + 20 × (s + 2t) 
The quasi-nondegeneracy of Bs. follows from (3.1). 
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DEFINITION 3.7. The bilinear form f *  is called the glue symmetric 
R-bilinear form o f  6 e and the matrix Bf .  is called the glue matrix. A code 
(g* of length (s + 2t) over R is called a glue code of 6 e if (g* is self-dual 
relative to f* .  
Remark  3.8. Any self-dual code can be a glue code of some shell since 
it is a self-dual code relative to ( . , -h .  
For any e e R s+2t, we write e = (e ~, e H, eIII), where 
e I = (c~ els) ~ RS; e II (Cll I, c II~ e III ="  ill iiix n t  ..... = .... , ,, tc, , ..., ct ) E ~.  (3.32) 
Then we define 
IUj ' VclI= i C~ Ivl' WelIl= i C~IIwl' (3.33) U d = Cj 
j= l  l=1 l=1 
YC = UCI -}- Veil "~- WCIII" (3.34) 
Now let cg, be a glue code of 5 e. Define 
cg[~g,] =g+ ~ Ryc. (3.35) 
c~*  
PROPOSITION 3.9. The code cg[c~,] is a self-dual code o f  length k relative 
to f  
Proof  First we have the following general formula. For any e, 
e I E R s + 2t we have 
f (Yc ,  Y~') i I 'I i C) Cj f(blj, Uj)q t- r II ,III clIIctlI] f [V = tc lc l  + l l ~a~ t, wz) 
j= l  l=1 
= (e I, eI)d -~- (e II, etIII)? -~- (e III, e;II)? 
= f*(e, e') (3.36) 
by (3.1)(3.2). Hence cg[cg,] is self-orthogonal relative to f Let 
ue (~[C*]) ) .  Then u=v+y c with ve~g, eeR 2s+'. Now for any e*~Cg *, 
we have 
0 = f(y~.,  u)= f(Yc*, Y~)=f*(c*, e). (3.37) 
Thus e~(Cg*)~.=cg *. That is, u~Cgl-cg*]. I 
This is the procedure of our gluing technique. Next we present a special 
case of this technique called the "homogeneous gluing technique." Such a 
technique is very effective in the construction of relatively self-dual codes of 
long length. 
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Let { (cgl; fl; ua; je  g?(m)) Il ~ £2(n)} be a family of n homogeneous shells. 
Replacing each uo by its suitable multiple, we can assume that 
Set 
f l(u O, uo.)=d t, leO(n),  j~f2(m). (3.38) 
ull I 
d= (d I . . . . .  dn); UI= i , leO(n).  (3,39) 
\U,mJ 
Let ~g* : C* -- (cjt)t×,, be a self-dual code of length n relative to (., ")a. 
Cll U1 c12 U2 "'- Cln Un~ 
C¢~[U]=tc21.U1 c22U2 . . .  C2nUn) 
\CtlU1 ct2U2 ... CtnUn/ 
Set 
The code COROLLARY 3.10. 
~[cg,]: 
(3.40) 
C*[U], (G(cgl) "'. G(Cgn) ) (3.41) 
is a self-dual code relative to 0 ~= l fl. 
Proof It is easy to check that the above gluing is equivalent to the 
general gluing (Proposition3.8) when the glue code is equivalent o 
Oj%1 ~*. | 
Remark3.11. One of the simplest examples of application of the 
homogeneous gluing technique is the No. 22 code, which is an indecom- 
posable self-dual ternary code of length 20 [22, p. 3153. 
3.3. Structure of Glue Codes 
To simplify matters when finding the necessary conditions for a code to 
be a glue code, we assume that R is a field. Under this assumption, any 
glue bilinear form over R is equivalent o one with the associated 
symmetric matrix of the form, 
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Now we let f *  be the bilinear form associated with the above matrix and 
d=(d~ .... , d,) with 0~<rn, n~Z.  Then a necessary condition for the 
existence of self-dual codes relative to f *  is that n is even. Suppose that 
is such a code. Then up to equivalence, it has a generator matrix of the 
form 
A3 /Is A A1 A2 
I t B BI B2 , 
Ci C2 /  
(3.43) 
where s~<n, A is a sx (n -s )  matrix; t~<m, B and B 2 are tx (m- t )  
matrices; C1 is a (n/2 + m - s - t) x t matrix. If s + t < n/2 + m, then C; ¢ 0. 
Otherwise, C~--0 by the self-duality of ~, and this gives a contradiction. 
Thus by exchanging the fourth and sixth columns of (3.43) and by 
performing certain elementary row transformations, we can assume that cg 
has a generator matrix of the form, (!1) 
I s A A1 A2 
I t B B 1 B 2 %/ +m 
Let 
A - ta ( t )~- I  • I A=(a~)= : , z - t  u / -  / : / '  for I=1 ,2 ,3 ;  (3.45) 
s \ .? /  
" Ib (p )~- I  " I B=(bo)= , Bp=t  ~ J -~ : / '  for p=l ,  2. (3.46) 
\£,/ 
In the rest of this subsection, when t appears to the upper right of a 
matrix, it means "transpose." Otherwise it means the "integer" t in our 
assumption. 
First we claim rank(A1)=m-t .  Otherwise let e=m-t - rank(A~) .  
Then there exists a rank-e matrix A'~ = (a~(a))~× (m-0 such that its rows are 
orthogonal to that of Aa relative to (., ")lm_,. Moreover, the rows of 
( -B  t, Im- t )  are orthogonal to the rows of (I,, B) relative to (-, ")lm" Hence 
as a code 
(0~×<,+,,), -A ]B ' ,A i )=cg~.=cg.  (3.47) 
This contradicts (3.44). 
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Next, for 1 ~<j ~< s, 1 <~ l ~< t, 
n--S m- - t  
f*(ej, el)=fjtdj+ ~ aj.eal~d~+,+ ~ I'n(1)a(3)-a-.~(1),~(3)~-0. (3.48) ~,~ji li ~ l i  ~ji ) - -  
i=1  i=1 
This can be written as 
(d~ ".. d , )+A(dS+l  ".. (3.49) 
For l <~j<~s, l <~l<~t, 
That is, 
m t 
f*(ej,  e,+~) = a~)+ Z 
i=1  
d, )  At + AIAt3 T A3A~ =0. 
+ 0. (3.50/ l'~ji li 
A 2 + A1Bt2 + A3 B' = 0. (3.51) 
Finally for 1 ~< j, l ~< t, 
m t 
f *  (]+s,e el+s,--~  b(X)jl + b~ 1)+ ~ (bjib~ai) +b,ib~ )) = 0. (3.52) 
i=1  
Its matrix expression is 
n I -~- g~ -]- Bnt2 -]- B2 n i  = O. (3 .53)  
PgOPOSITION 3.12. Suppose that R is a field. If  cg is a self-dual code 
relative to f*, then it is equivalent o (3.44) and s + t = n/2 + m, rank(A1) = 
m-t ;  and (3.49), (3.51), (3.53) are satisfied. 
Although the reverse conclusion is very clear by the dimension of cg, we 
hope that it is true for general R. In fact we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let R be a general finite commutative ring. IfCg is a 
code of the form (3.44) and satisfies (3.49), (3.51), and (3.53), then it is a 
self-dual code relative to f*. 
Proof First, (3.49), (3.51), and (3.53) imply the self-orthogonality 
of cg. Now for any u E cgj-., by subtracting a linear combination of 
{ej IjE f2(n/2 + m)}, we can assume that u = (0~, ill, 0,, f12, f13, f14), where 
81 = (/~11, "", /~ l (n- -s ) )  e R n s; ]~3 = (/~31, "", ~3t )  ~ Rt  (3.54) 
/~,=(/~,1 .... ,~(,~ t))eR m-', l=2,4 .  (3.55) 
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Now for 1 ~<j ~< s, 
n--s m t m--i 
f * (c j ,  u )= ~ ajifllidi+s+ £ a (3m ± ji I.'2i~ 2 a;li )flai=O" (3.56) 
i= l  i= l  i=1 
Let D=diag(d l ,  ...,d~), D'=diag(ds+l  ..... dn). Then the matrix form of 
(3.56) is 
AD'fl] + A3flt9 -/- A l f l  ] = 0. (3.57) 
Similarly we have 
B2/ i 3 + B/?~ = 0. 
Using block-matrices, we find 
(3.58) 
AD' A3 0sx, AB1)(~It=0. (3.59) 
O,x(,,_,) I, 
On the other hand, by (3.49) and (3.51), 
A t O(n_s)xt ~ 
A~ 0(m_0×t l  = (3.60) \Otx(n_s)C AD' A39 2 OsxtI t AB ) \ A3Ot; s 0(m/St) x J ( :AOl Osxt~I, J 
is an invertible matrix. Therefore, the coefficient matrix of (3.59) is 
invertible. This implies u = 0. | 
Remark 3.14. If n = 0, that is, no d is included, then t = m and for any 
m x m skew symmetric matrix B, (Im, B) is a self-dual code relative to f * .  
4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION 
First let us introduce the concept of free shell. For a positive integer n, 
set 
I n= " . (4.1) 
\e."/ 
582a/66/1-11 
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We define the free shell of length n by 
~n = ({On}; ( ' ,  ")1; e7 ..... e]) • 
In this section, all codes are binary. 
(4.2) 
CONSTRUCTION 1. From an indecomposable self-dual [2m, m, l]-code 
with l>>. 6 to an indecomposable s lf-dual [2(m + 3), m+ 3, 6J-code. 
Let cg be an indecomposable s lf-dual [2m, m,/]-code with l~> 6. A sub- 
set S= {Jl, J2, J3, J4} cO(2m)  of four different indices is called a .-set if 
S ¢ supp(e) for any codeword c e cg of weight 6. 
Our construction depends heavily on the following fact: 
L~MMn 4.1. There exists a subset S6= {j l , j2, J3,  J4 , js , j6}c£2(2m) 
such that $6 ~ = {Jl, J2, J3, J4}, S 2 = {J3,J4, Js, J6}, and $36 = {j~, J2, Js, J6} 
are ,-sets. 
Proof If cg has no codeword of weight 6, then the lemma is trivially 
true. Otherwise, let ceCg and supp(c)={il , . . . , i6}. Choose different 
j l , jaEO(2m) such that j~,j2~supp(c).  Suppose that {il, i2, j l , j 2}c  
supp(c') for some codeword c' ~cg of weight 6. Since 2m >21 by [19, 22], 
we can choose jef2(2m), j¢supp(c)wsupp(c ' ) .  Note that for any two 
different codewords Cl, c2~Cg with wt(c~)=wt(%)=6,  we have 
Isupp(cl) c~ supp(c2)l < 4; otherwise Cl +c2 has weight 4. Thus {i1, i2, Jl, J} 
is a ,-set. Anyway we can assume that {il, i2, j l , j2} is a ,-set. Let 
$6 = {il, J l, i2, J2, i3, i4}. Then S 1 = {il, J l, i2, J2}, $6 2= {i2, J2, i3, i4}, and 
$6 3= {il, Jl, i3, i4} are ,-sets. | 
We can assume that $6 = { 1, 3, 4, 5, 2, 6} without loss of generality. Now 
supp(c) ¢ $6 for any 0 ¢c  e cg. Thus by Proposition 2.11, cg has a generator 
(vx) 
/92 
(~(6) 
matrix of the form, 
'1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
\ 
mw((~(6))±)=4 by the 
(4.3) 
Ul~ 
U2 
U3 
U4 
1 U 5 
1 u6 
C' 
of $6 and Then property Proposition 3.5. 
Moreover, if we let wl = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 02m_5) , W 2 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 02(m_3)), 
then ~Q~2=((~(6); % ")1;/91, V2;W1, W2) is a shell of type II. We use the 
following glue code cg~, and the associated glue matrix By. : 
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1 1 1 ~r~ 
(g*= 1 1 1 , BU.= I 2 . (4.4) 
1 1 1 ,r2 
1 1 1 1 1 
Gluing ~ 192 with Y6 by q7~, we obtain the following self-dual [2(m + 3), 
m + 3, 6J-code: 
l 
l 1 vl t 1 1 2 
1 1 wl  (4.5) 
1 1 w 2 ' 
1 1 1 1 1 1 (~(6)] 
/ 
CONSTRUCTION 2. From an indecomposable doubly-even self-dual 
[2m, m, l]-code with l>~8 to an indecomposable doubly-even self-dual 
[2(m + 4), m + 4, 8J-code. 
In this construction, the glue code cg~ with the associated glue matrix 
BF. which we shall use are as follows: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
/1111 
11  11  
11  11  
11  1 1 
1 1 11  
1111 
11111111 
(,8 ) 
By. = I3 • (4.6) 
13 
Now let (g be an indecomposable doubly-even self-dual [2m, m,/]-code 
with.l~> 8. Since it is equivalent o a code with a generator matrix of the 
form (Ira, A), we can assume that it has a generator matrix of the form 
V2 
I)3 
~(7) 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Ul 
U2 
U 3 
U4 (4.7) 
U5 
U6 
U7 
C' 
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We have mw((C~(7)) ±) = 4 by Proposition 3.5 and the facts that l>~ 8 and 
(w t (1  110m t
w2 = 1 1 1 1 02m-7 (4.8) 
w3 1 1 1 1 02m_7/ 
generates a code in which all non-zero codeword have weight 4. Moreover, 
~'G°3= (6~(7); ( ' ,  ' )1; /)1, /)2, /)3; W1, W2, W3) is a shell of typelI. Gluing it 
with ~8 by c~,, we have the following indecomposable doubly-even self- 
dual [2(m+4), m+4,  8J-code: 
f l 1 1 1 /)1 t 
1 1 1 1 V 2 
1 1 1 1 V3 
1 1 1 1 W 1 
1 1 1 1 W 2 
1 1 1 1 W 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(.~(7) i 
(4.9) 
Remark 4.2. (a) Our gluing technique was also applied in [27] to 
construct strictly relatively self-dual codes. 
(b) The constructions given in this section actually provide certain 
recursive constructions. For instance, we can start from the binary Golay 
codes to construct a large family of doubly-even binary self-dual codes with 
minimum weight 8 by Construction 2. Such a recursive construction can be 
done by computer. The construction is useful for the classification of 
doubly-even self-dual codes. I believe that such a construction could be 
improved to a construct self-dual codes of larger minimum weight, but that 
would be difficult and beyond the scope of this paper. 
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